
Guide to Airworthiness for Balloon Owners 

Balloons are simple aircraft and a simple set of rules cover their maintenance 

and ongoing airworthiness. The BBAC provides a maintenance and 

airworthiness organisation within the Club. This is a not-for-profit organisation 

offering inspections and most maintenance from around 40 licensed engineers 

around the UK. 

Owners have a responsibility to understand the basic framework of the rules 

and the necessary paperwork. This briefing sets the basic context for how 

balloons work under the UK (formerly EASA) maintenance rules, Part ML – (Part 

M Light)  

What equipment: The weight sheet/equipment list 

 

All balloons must use a logbook. Manufacturers generally have their own 

(approved) designs but there are also some generic logbooks in use. At the front 

of the logbook, the details (part number, serial number) of the equipment 

(envelope, basket, burner, fuel cylinders) in use must be accurately recorded, 

including weights. Whenever any equipment is changed, it’s important the 

weight sheet / equipment list is always updated. 

Any special factors: Service Bulletins, Airworthiness Directives 

Depending on what equipment is used with a particular balloon, there may be 

special maintenance requirements. In the case of significant technical issues, 

equipment may be subject to an Airworthiness Directive (AD), a mandatory 

action from the CAA / EASA. In the case of recommended but not mandatory 

actions from the manufacturer, a Service Bulletin (SB) may be in force. 

Fortunately, balloons being so simple, there are usually no more than 10-20 

open ADs and SBs across all manufacturers. It is very important to maintain a 



log of which ADs and SBs apply to a particular balloon and this is recorded in the 

balloon logbook, generally at the back. This list gets checked every year along 

with the annual inspection. Balloon owners are notified by the BBAC through 

Pilots Circular about any new ADs and SBs and it’s their responsibility (except 

where a maintance contract is in place) to take any required actions.  

What to do: Maintenance Programme (MP)? 

Once it’s clear what the equipment is and whether there are any ADs and SBs 

applying, it’s a small task for the owner or operator along with the Maintenance 

Organisation, to prepare the Maintenance Programme (MP). The MP is an 

important legal document, which must be kept with the balloon’s paperwork and 

made available when maintenance or inspection is to be performed. The MP is 

mainly a collated list of references to documents to allow maintenance and 

inspection to be carried out following approved procedures. 

How to do it: Maintenance Manual 

Every balloon has a Maintenance Manual coming from the envelope 

manufacturer and may also need additional maintance information if using 

bottom end equipment from other manufacturers. The Maintenance Manual 

should be kept safe and updated by the balloon owner / operator, in the same 

way as the Flight Manual. Owners should subscribe to the update alerts services 

offered free by most manufacturers. 

The Annual Inspection 

Every year, or after 100 flying hours if sooner, a balloon needs a full “annual” 

inspection. Like a car’s MOT, this is a check of all systems for safety and correct 

operation. Since balloons are so simple, most of the time this is the only 

maintenance task done in the year. For most balloons, the annual inspection is 

done at the same time as the (annual) airworthiness review, though they are 

separate processes and can be done at different times.  The “Certificate of 

Release to Service” (CRS) is the grand name for the logbook entry and 

corresponding BBAC inspection report form IR7 (which should be kept in the 

logbook) after a successful annual inspection. The IR7 will often be examined 

when you check-in to a balloon meet as evidence of the airworthiness of your 

equipment.  

Other Maintenance 

Small repairs may be done “in the field” by many engineers. Larger repairs, for 

example involving sewing, or major burner work, can be done at a repair station 

or taken to a balloon manufacturer. The ten-yearly proof pressure testing (PPT) 
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of flight cylinders is carried out at certain approved facilities. Within the BBAC 

Maintenance Organisation there are several “repair stations” and several 

facilities for PPT.  

The Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A) and the Airworthiness Review 

Certificate (ARC) 

All balloons, except Annex 1, have a Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A). This is 

issued when the envelope is new and follows the envelope for its entire life (it 

doesn’t expire). Each year, the C of A is revalidated by the issuance of an 

Airworthiness Review Certificate (ARC). For balloons, other than some very high 

annual hour commercial balloons, it makes sense to keep the dates of annual 

inspection and ARC issue synchronised. The airworthiness review process 

involves checking the maintenance records (including the annual inspection) and 

verifying all documents are correct and up to date. All engineers working for 

the BBAC Maintenance Organisation, can do the ARC processing at the same 

time as the annual inspection. The ARC is an important legal document and will 

often be examined when you check in at a balloon meet.  
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How to arrange the Annual Inspection or Maintenance 

BBAC has around 40 engaged licensed balloon engineers (formerly known as 

inspectors) spread throughout the UK. Please contact your local BBAC engineer 

using the BBAC engineer list, or for advice on finding an engineer, contact Glen 

Everett at the BBAC Technical Office cto@bbac.org 

Please note that for the issue of the ARC, there is a charge payable to the BBAC, 

which is paid at the Technical Shop. The BBAC charge is separate from and 

additional to the charge made by the engineer. Please check with your chosen 

engineer on their charges prior to starting any work.  

Pilot-Owner Maintenance 

There are some simple tasks, such as replacing the fuel cylinder “O rings”, which 

can be performed by pilot-owners (and then signed off in the logbook) for non-

commercial balloons. BBAC has provided a guidance document on Pilot Owner 

Maintenance. 

Moving equipment between balloons 

It is not uncommon for fuel cylinders to be moved between balloons, perhaps 

lent by a friend only for one flight. Sometimes whole bottom ends are 

exchanged. All such moves of equipment must be supported by a paperwork 

trail, to maintain legality. BBAC has provided a guidance document on moving 

equipment between balloons and a one page form to use to document the process. 

When you have questions 

BBAC offers advice and information on airworthiness as one of the Club’s many 

services to members. Contact technical-committee@bbac.org. Pilots and balloon 

owners should keep themselves informed via the website and via updates which 

are published in Pilots’ Circular.  

Assistance that will require detailed work and extended time, for example 

applying for an Export C of A, will be handled via the BBAC Maintenance 

Organisation and will be chargeable.  
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